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Interesting “green” EU funds and programmes
for local projects

•

A new programme generation has started in 2007 for the next 7 years up to 2013

•

still 2 years! (+ project duration)
Overview/Introduction:

A.

•

Structural Funds

The structural funds are totally implemented by the member states and regions. The
action programmes are partly managed on the national level and partly on the
European level.

In the new funding period 2007-2013 there are three structural funds under the
heading “cohesion for growth and employment”:
• European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
The ERDF aims to strengthen economic and social cohesion in the European
Union by correcting imbalances between its regions.
• European Social Fund (ESF)
The ESF sets out to improve employment and job opportunities in the European
Union. It intervenes in the framework of the Convergence and Regional
Competitiveness and Employment objectives.
• Cohesion Fund (10 new member states + Portugal, Spain and Greece):
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The Cohesion Fund is aimed at Member States whose Gross National Income
(GNI) per inhabitant is less than 90% of the Community average. It serves to
reduce their economic and social shortfall, as well as to stabilise their
economy. It supports actions in the framework of the Convergence
objective. It is now subject to the same rules of programming, management
and monitoring as the ESF and the ERDF.

Within the framework of the structural funds there are three objectives which are
financed by the three funds:
Objective 1: “Convergence" (ERDF, ESF, Cohesion Fund)
The rationale of the Convergence objective is to promote growth-enhancing
conditions and factors leading to real convergence for the least-developed
Member States and regions.
In EU-27, this objective concerns – within 17 Member States – 84 regions with a
total population of 154 million, and per capita GDP at less than 75 % of the
Community average, and – on a “phasing-out” basis – another 16 regions
with a total of 16.4 million inhabitants and a GDP only slightly above the
threshold, due to the statistical effect of the larger EU.

Objective 2: "Regional competitiveness and employment" (ERDF, ESF)
Outside the Convergence regions, the Regional Competitiveness and
Employment objective aims at strengthening competitiveness and
attractiveness, as well as employment.
Objective 3: “European territorial cooperation” (ERDF)
The European Territorial Co-operation objective will strengthen cross-border
co-operation through joint local and regional initiatives, trans-national cooperation aiming at integrated territorial development, and interregional cooperation and exchange of experience.

•

Basically the programmes have been simplified and combined: there are no more
Community Initiatives, i.e. no more Equal and Leader.

•

The importance of cities grows in Europe. Also climate change and environment are
now very important! Nearly in every programme are links to sustainability and
environment aspects.

•

Local authorities are eligible in most of the programmes.

•

In detail:

1. European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
The ERDF is intended to strengthen economic, social and territorial cohesion in the EU.
Development funds are only available in the form of programmes in the Member
States or the respective regions and not directly from the EU in the case of enterprises
and public bodies. A central aspect is support for restructuring declining industrial
areas and underdeveloped regions
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Objective 1: Convergence ERDF
environment, including investments connected with water supply and water
and waste management; waste-water treatment and air quality; prevention,
control and fight against desertification; integrated pollution prevention and
control; aid to mitigate the effects of climate change; rehabilitation of the
physical environment, including contaminated sites and land and brownfield
redevelopment; promotion of biodiversity and nature protection, including
investments in NATURA 2000 sites; aid to SMEs to promote sustainable
production patterns through the introduction of cost-effective environmental
management systems and the adoption and use of pollution-prevention
technologies;
transport investments, including improvement of trans-European networks and
links to the TEN-T network; integrated strategies for clean transport which
contribute to improving the access to and quality of passenger and goods
services, to achieving a more balanced modal split, to promoting intermodal
systems and to reducing environmental impacts;
energy investments, including in improvements to trans-European networks
which contribute to improving security of supply, the integration of
environmental considerations, the improvement of energy efficiency and the
development of renewable energies;

Objective 2 “ Regional competitiveness and employment" : ERDF
environment and risk prevention, and in particular:
o

stimulating investment for the rehabilitation of the physical environment,
including contaminated, desertified and brownfield sites and land;

o

promoting the development of infrastructure linked to biodiversity and
investments in NATURA 2000 sites, where this contributes to sustainable
economic development and/or diversification of rural areas;

o

stimulating energy efficiency and renewable energy production and the
development of efficient energy management systems;

o

promoting clean and sustainable public transport, particularly in urban areas;

o

developing plans and measures to prevent and cope with natural risks (e.g.
desertification, droughts, fires and floods) and technological risks;

o

protection and enhancement of the natural and cultural heritage in support
of socio-economic development and the promotion of natural and cultural
assets as potential for the development of sustainable tourism;

• European Parliament: Regional development funding for energy efficiency investment
in housing
Rules proposed by the Regional Development Committee mean European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) money can co-fund national, regional or local authority
schemes to install e.g. double glazing, wall insulation or solar panels in housing, or to
replace old boilers with more energy efficiency ones, in all Member States. The ERDF
currently funds such schemes only in the new (EU-12) Member States, and only in
common parts of a building (or the entire building, if it's social housing), in deprived
urban areas
Bodies eligible to apply
Companies, SMEs, municipal institutions, administrative districts, independent
institutions, associations, NGOs and social, cultural and educational institutions are
likely to be included.

Deadlines for application
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Deadlines: Please contact your regional ministries regarding current deadlines.
Priorities and deadlines will vary depending on the region.

Urbact II (ERDF)
URBACT is a European Programme, funded by the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF), which aims to foster the exchange of experience among European cities
and the capitalisation-dissemination of knowledge on all issues related to sustainable
urban development.
The second cycle of the Programme, URBACT II (2007-2013), follows in the footsteps of
URBACT I (2002-2006), which successfully rallied 217 cities across Europe to work in 38
different projects.
The URBACT II challenge is to improve the effectiveness of sustainable integrated
urban development policies in Europe with a view to implementing the European
Lisbon-Gothenburg Strategy (Priority to Competitiveness, Growth and Jobs).
URBACT Objectives:
•

Provide an exchange and learning tool for policy decision-makers, practitioners and
other actors involved in developing urban policies. URBACT II is an exchange platform
used to set up Thematic Networks and Working Groups, known as "Projects". Each
project is essentially composed of cities, but local authorities, universities and research
centres can also get involved.

•

Learn from the exchanges between URBACT partners that share experiences and
good practices. Draw conclusions and build on them using a thematic approach and
expertise.

•

Disseminate good practices and lessons learned from exchanges to all European
cities. In this way, URBACT II encourages "cities to work for cities".

•

Assist city policy-makers, practioners and managers of operational programmes to
define action plans. The URBACT activities must have an actual impact on local urban
sustainable development practices and policies.
http://urbact.eu/towards-urbact-2.html
Actions under the European territorial cooperation objective (Interreg) (ERDF) A-B-C

-

the development of cross-border economic, social and environmental
activities through joint strategies for sustainable territorial development, and
primarily:

o

environment: water management, energy efficiency, risk prevention and
environmental protection activities with a clear transnational dimension.
Actions may include: protection and management of river basins, coastal
zones, marine resources, water services and wetlands; fire, drought and flood
prevention; the promotion of maritime security and protection against natural
and technological risks; and protection and enhancement of the natural
heritage in support of socio-economic development and sustainable tourism;

-

sustainable urban development: strengthening polycentric development at
transnational, national and regional level, with a clear transnational impact.
Actions may include: the creation and improvement of urban networks and
urban-rural links; strategies to tackle common urban-rural issues; preservation
and promotion of the cultural heritage, and the strategic integration of
development zones on a transnational basis
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-

interregional cooperation focusing on innovation and the knowledge
economy and environment and risk prevention in the sense of Article 5(1) and
(2);

Interreg IV C (ERDF)
The Interregional Cooperation Programme enables cooperation between regional
and local authorities from different countries in the EU27, Norway and Switzerland. This
takes the form of projects in which these authorities exchange and transfer their
experiences and jointly develop approaches and instruments that improve the
effectiveness of regional development policies and contribute to economic
modernisation.
This Operational Programme supports two different types of interventions.
Firstly, it supports “Regional Initiative Projects” initiated by regional actors aiming to
exchange experience in a specific policy field in order to identify good practice and
to develop new tools and approaches for implementation.
Secondly, INTERREG IVC supports “Capitalisation, including Fast Track projects” in
order to ensure that good practice identified, for instance, by the regional initiative
projects mentioned above, finds its way into the Convergence, Regional
Competitiveness and Employment and European Territorial Cooperation programmes.
http://www.interreg3c.net/sixcms/detail.php?id=310
http://www.interreg3c.net/sixcms/media.php/5/2007-0726+INTERREG+IVC+OP+final.pdf
RegioStars 2012
The RegioStars 2012 Awards for project supported by EU regional policy is launched.

There are five RegioStars Award categories for 2012:
1. SMART GROWTH: Innovative projects or schemes supporting service innovation
in its different forms.
2. SUSTAINABLE GROWTH: Investments in ecosystem services and green
infrastructure leading to sustainable regional development.
3. INCLUSIVE GROWTH: Strategies, initiatives or projects addressing the challenge
of demographic change and supporting active ageing. (2012 is the "European
Year of Active Ageing and Intergenerational Solidarity")
4. CITYSTAR CATEGORY: Integrated strategies for the development of deprived
urban areas.
5. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION CATEGORY: Informing the public on
the internet about projects benefiting from EU Regional policy.
Award criteria for thematic categories 1-4
a. Innovative character of the project.
b. Impact (or expected impact) of the project in terms of initial objectives.
c. Expected sustainability of the project.
d. Project’s results in enhancing local, regional and interregional partnerships.
Award criteria for category 5 INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
a. Effective use of a combination of different internet tools (photos, videos, GIS
maps, etc…) to spread information about the projects that have benefited
from EU funding.
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b. User-friendliness of the list of beneficiaries (including data format, search
function, frequency of updates, level of project details, etc.).

The deadline for receipt of applications is 15 July 2011.
•

Guidelines

•

Application form categories 1-4

•

Application form category 5

http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperation/interregional/ecochange/regiostar
s_12_en.cfm?nmenu=4#c

2. European Social Fund (ESF)
The European Social Fund (ESF) is one of the EU's Structural Funds, set up to reduce
differences in prosperity and living standards across EU Member States and regions,
and therefore promoting economic and social cohesion.
The ESF is devoted to promoting employment in the EU. It helps Member States make
Europe's workforce and companies better equipped to face new, global challenges.
In short:
• Funding is spread across the Member States and regions, in particular
those where economic development is less advanced.
• It is a key element of the EU's 2020 strategy for Growth and Jobs targeted
at improving the lives of EU citizens by giving them better skills and better job
prospects.
• Over the period 2007-2013 some €75 billion will be distributed to the EU
Member States and regions to achieve its goals.
ESF funding is available through the Member States and regions. The ESF does not fund
projects directly from Brussels.
Each Member State, together with the European Commission, agrees on one or more
Operational Programmes for ESF funding for the 2007-2013 period, as do those regions
that have their own Operational Programmes (not all do). Operational Programmes
set the priorities for ESF intervention and their objectives.
The Operational Programmes are implemented through individual projects run by
participating organisations (known as ‘beneficiaries’). A beneficiary designs a project,
applies for funding and, if this is granted, implements the project.
Beneficiaries in ESF projects can be of many different types, such as public
administrations, NGOs and social partners active in the field of employment and
social inclusion.
Potential beneficiaries in ESF actions should contact the ESF Managing Authority in
their own Member State or region. To find the relevant ESF contact address in your
country, visit the ESF in Member States section.
http://ec.europa.eu/esf/home.jsp?langId=en
Deadlines: Please contact your regional ministries regarding current deadlines.
Priorities and deadlines will vary depending on the region.
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3. Cohesion Fund (CF)
The Cohesion Fund is aimed at Member States whose Gross National Income (GNI)
per inhabitant is less than 90% of the Community average. It serves to reduce their
economic and social shortfall, as well as to stabilise their economy. It supports actions
in the framework of the Convergence objective. It is now subject to the same rules of
programming, management and monitoring as the ESF and the ERDF.
For the 2007-2013 period the Cohesion Fund concerns Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. Spain is eligible to a phase-out fund only as its GNI
per inhabitant is less than the average of the EU-15.
The Cohesion Fund finances activities under the following categories:
•

trans-European transport networks, notably priority projects of European
interest as identified by the Union;

•

environment; here, Cohesion Fund can also support projects related to energy
or transport, as long as they clearly present a benefit to the environment:
energy efficiency, use of renewable energy, developing rail transport,
supporting intermodality, strengthening public transport, etc.

The financial assistance of the Cohesion Fund can be suspended by a Council
decision (taken by qualified majority) if a Member State shows excessive public deficit
and if it has not resolved the situation or has not taken the appropriate action to do
so.
To find out more:
•

see the rules of the Cohesion Fund (PDF, 95,3KB)

•

see the Cohesion Fund for 2000-2006

Deadlines: Please contact your regional ministries regarding current deadlines.
Priorities and deadlines will vary depending on the region.

4. European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD)
The Fund contributes to improving:
•

the competitiveness of agriculture and forestry;

•

the environment and the countryside;

•

the quality of life and the management of economic activity in rural areas.

The Fund complements national, regional and local actions, which contribute to
Community priorities. The Commission and the Member States are also to ensure that
the Fund is consistent and compatible with other Community support measures.
Implementing the national strategic plans is carried out through rural development
programmes containing a package of measures grouped around 4 axes *.
Axis 1: Improving the competitiveness of the agricultural and forestry sector
Aid for promoting the competitiveness of the agricultural and forestry sector includes:
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•

•

•

•

measures aimed at promoting knowledge and improving human potential
through:
o

vocational training and information actions,

o

schemes promoting the establishment of young farmers (people under
40 years of age setting up for the first time as the head of a holding)
and the structural adaptation of their holdings,

o

early retirement for farmers deciding to cease activities with the aim of
transferring their holding to other farmers, and agricultural workers who
decide to definitively cease all agricultural activities. In general,
beneficiaries must be at least 55 years old, but below the regular age
of retirement in the Member State concerned,

o

the use of advisory services by farmers and forest holders and the
establishment of advisory services, farm relief and farm management
support services. The use of these services should help assess and
improve the performance of their holdings;

measures aimed at restructuring and developing physical potential:
o

the modernisation of agricultural and forestry holdings and the
improvement of their commercial performance by, for example,
bringing in new technology,

o

adding value to primary agricultural and forestry production. This
means supporting investments aimed at enhancing the efficiency of
the processing and marketing stages of primary production whilst
simplifying the eligibility criteria for investment support compared to the
criteria applicable at present,

o

improving and developing infrastructure related to the development
and adaptation of agriculture and forestry.

o

restoring agricultural production potential damaged by natural
disasters and introducing appropriate prevention schemes;

measures aimed at improving the quality of production and products:
o

assist farmers in adapting to the demanding rules laid down in EU
legislation, partly offsetting the additional costs or loss of revenue
resulting from these new responsibilities,

o

encourage farmers to participate in schemes that promote quality
food and that give consumers assurances of the quality of a product or
production method, providing added value to primary products and
boosting trade opportunities,

o

support producer groups in their information and promotion activities
for products covered by food quality schemes;

provisional measures are also planned for the new Member States, regarding:
o

aid for semi-subsistence holdings * undergoing restructuring,

o

aid for the establishment of producer groups,

o

aid for agricultural holdings undergoing restructuring, including
diversification into non-agricultural activities.

Axis 2: improving the environment and the countryside
Regarding land management, the support is to contribute to sustainable
development by encouraging farmers and forest holders to employ methods of land
use compatible with the need to preserve the natural environment and landscape
and protect and improve natural resources. The main aspects to take into account
include biodiversity, the management of NATURA 2000 sites, water and soil protection
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and climate change mitigation. Against this backdrop, the Regulation provides, in
particular, for support for mountain regions with natural handicaps and other
disadvantaged areas (defined by the Member States on the basis of common
objective criteria) and for agri-environmental or forest-environmental payments,
which only cover commitments that go beyond the corresponding obligatory
standards. Assistance also covers support for non-productive investments linked to the
achievement of agri or forest-environmental commitments or the achievement of
other agri-environmental objectives, as well as measures aimed at improving forestry
resources with an environmental objective (support for the first afforestation of
agricultural land, establishment of agroforestry systems or restoring forestry potential
and preventing natural disasters).
All beneficiaries receiving aid in the name of improving the environment and the
countryside are required, throughout the whole of the holding, to comply with the
regulatory obligations on management (in the areas of health, the environment and
animal welfare) and the good agricultural and environmental conditions laid down in
the Regulation on the single payment (Regulation No 73/2009).
Axis 3: quality of life in rural areas and diversification of the rural economy
Regarding the diversification of the rural economy, the Regulation contains measures
on:
•

diversification towards non-agricultural activities, support for the establishment
and development of micro-businesses, promotion of tourism and the
protection, development and management of the natural heritage that
contributes to sustainable economic development;

•

improving the quality of life in rural areas, with particular focus on renovating
and developing villages and preserving and making the best use of the rural
heritage; and

•

acquiring skills and running activities in order to prepare and implement the
local development strategy.

Axis 4: LEADER
The aid allocated under the LEADER axis relates to:
•

the implementation of local development strategies through public-private
partnerships called “local action groups”. The strategies applied to clearly
designated rural territories must achieve the objectives of at least one of the
three preceeding axes;

•

the local action groups also have the option to implement inter-territorial or
transnational cooperation projects.

Deadlines: Please contact your regional ministries regarding current deadlines.
Priorities and deadlines will vary depending on the region.

5. The European Union Solidarity Fund (EUSF)
The European Union Solidarity Fund (EUSF) was set up to respond to major natural
disasters and express European solidarity to disaster-stricken regions within Europe. The
Fund was created as a reaction to the severe floods in Central Europe in the summer
of 2002. Nine years later, it has been used for 45 disasters covering a range of different
catastrophic events including floods, forest fires, earthquakes, storms and drought. 23
different European countries have been supported so far for an amount of more than
2.4 billion euros.
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How to apply
Summary guidelines for EUSF applications:
It is strongly recommended that the body responsible for preparing an application
establishes direct contact with the service in charge in DG Regional Policy in order to
speed up the procedure as much as possible.

ANNEX European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGTC)
The EGTC is a new European legal instrument designed to facilitate and promote
cross-border, transnational and interregional cooperation. Unlike the structures which
governed this kind of cooperation before 2007, the EGTC is a legal entity and as such,
will enable regional and local authorities and other public bodies from different
member states, to set up cooperation groupings with a legal personality. For example,
an EGTC or EGTC members can be:
•

Member States

•

regional or local authorities

•

associations

•

any other public body

The EGTC is unique in the sense that it enables public authorities of various Member
States to team up and deliver joint services, without requiring a prior international
agreement to be signed and ratified by national parliaments. Member States must
however agree to the participation of potential members in their respective countries.
The law applicable for the interpretation and application of the convention is that of
the Member State in which the official EGTC headquarters are located.
An EGTC convention sets out in particular:
•

the name of the EGTC and its headquarters

•

the list of members

•

the area it covers

•

its objective

•

its mission

•

its duration

For more information:
- see the rules of the European Grouping of Territorial Co-operation (PDF, 115KB)
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B. EU-Action Programmes
6. Life Plus
LIFE+ is the financial instrument for the environment.
It comprises three components:
•

LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity

•

LIFE+ Environment Policy & Governance

•

LIFE+ Information & Communication

Life+ Nature and Biodiversity
LIFE+ Nature will co-finance best practice or demonstration projects that contribute to
the implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directives. The maximum co-financing
rate is 50% but may be 75% for projects focusing on priority species or habitats.
LIFE+ Biodiversity will co-finance innovative or demonstration projects that contribute
to the implementation of the objectives of Commission Communication (COM (2006)
216 final) "Halting the loss of biodiversity by 2010 – and beyond". The maximum cofinancing rate will be 50%.

LIFE+ ‘Environment Policy & Governance’
LIFE+ Environment Policy & Governance continues and extends the former LIFEEnvironment strand. It will co-finance projects that contribute to the implementation of
Community environmental policy, the development of innovative policy approaches,
technologies, methods and instruments, the knowledge base as regards environment
policy and legislation, and the monitoring of environmental (including forest
monitoring). The maximum co-financing rate will be 50%.

LIFE+ ‘Information and Communication’
LIFE+ Information & Communication will co-finance projects that implement
communication and awareness raising campaigns on environmental, nature
protection or biodiversity conservation issues, as well as projects related to forest fire
prevention (awareness raising, special training). The maximum co-financing rate will
be 50%.

Bodies eligible to apply
Public and/or private bodies, actors and institutions, in particular national, regional
and local authorities; specialised bodies foreseen in the EU legislation; international
organisations; non-governmental organisations.
Deadlines: 18.07.2011, again 2012
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/funding/lifeplus.htm
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7. Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP)
With small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as its main target, the
Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP) supports innovation
activities (including eco-innovation), provides better access to finance and delivers
business support services in the regions.
It encourages a better take-up and use of information and communication
technologies (ICT) and helps to develop the information society.
It also promotes the increased use of renewable energies and energy efficiency.
The CIP runs from 2007 to 2013 with an overall budget of € 3621 million.
The CIP is divided into three operational programmes.
Each programme has its specific objectives, aimed at contributing to the
competitiveness of enterprises and their innovative capacity in their own areas, such
as ICT or sustainable energy:
a)

The Entrepreneurship and Innovation Programme (EIP)
- Support eco-innovation.
Innovative products, processes and services aiming at reducing environmental
impacts, preventing pollution or achieving a more efficient and responsible
use of natural resources will be supported. For more information on instruments
available for promotion of eco-innovation

b) The Information Communication Technologies Policy Support Programme (ICTPSP)
c) The Intelligent Energy Europe Programme (IEE)
The IEE helps speed up efforts to achieve the objectives in the field of
sustainable energy. It supports improvements in energy efficiency, the
adoption of new and renewable energy sources, greater market penetration
for these energy sources, energy and fuel diversification, an increase in the
share of renewable energy (the EU has set itself the objective of raising the
share of renewable energy in gross domestic consumption to 12% by 2010)
and a reduction in final energy consumption. Particular attention is paid in this
context to the transport sector.
Deadlines:
ICT: 1 June 2011, again 2012
IEE: 12 May 2011, again 2012
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/call_for_proposals/call_library_en.htm

8. LLP: Life Long Learning Programme
The Integrated Programme comprises four specific programmes: Comenius, for
general education activities concerning schools up to and including upper secondary
level; Erasmus, for education and advanced training activities at higher education
level; Leonardo da Vinci, for all other aspects of vocational education and training;
and Grundtvig for adult education. In addition, the Lifelong Learning Programme
includes a “transversal” programme incorporating four key activities, to cover
horizontal policy issues, and to make specific provision for language learning and ICTrelated activity where these fall outside the specific programmes; and for a more
substantial dissemination activity; and a Jean Monnet programme to support action
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related to European integration and European institutions and associations in
education and training.
To reinforce sustainable development, including issues relating to energy and climate
change, through actions in all sectors of education and training!
Deadlines: Beginning 2012

9. Seventh Framework Programme (FP7)
Cooperation Programme
•

environment (including climate change);
Emphasis will be given to the following activities:
•

•

•

•

Climate change, pollution and risks

o

Pressures on the environment and climate

o

Environment and health

o

Natural hazards

Sustainable Management of Resources

o

Conservation and sustainable management of natural and man-made
resources and biodiversity

o

Management of marine environments

Environmental Technologies

o

Environmental technologies for observation, simulation, prevention, mitigation,
adaptation, remediation and restoration of the natural and man-made
environment

o

Protection, conservation and enhancement of cultural heritage, including
human habitat improved damage assessment on cultural heritage

o

Technology assessment, verification and testing

Earth observation and assessment tools

o

Earth and ocean observation systems and monitoring methods for the
environment and sustainable development

o

Forecasting methods and assessment tools for sustainable development taking
into account differing scales of observation

Deadlines: ongoing, see http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/dc/index.cfm

10. ‘Europe for Citizens’
The ‘Europe for Citizens’ Programme aims to promote active European citizenship and
to bring the Union closer to its citizens. Citizens from various European countries and
their participation in the construction of Europe should be central here. The support
programme should foster mutual understanding and an awareness of a common
European identity among citizens and organisations.
Environmetal objects are

Action 1: ‘Active Citizens for Europe’
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·
Town twinning: this measure is aimed at activities that involve or promote direct
exchanges between European citizens through their participation in town-twinning
activities. These may be one-off or pilot activities, or take the form of structured, multiannual, multi-partner agreements following a more programmed approach and
comprising a set of activities ranging from citizens’ meetings to specific conferences
or seminars on subjects of common interest, along with related publications,
organised in the context of town-twinning activities. This measure will actively
contribute to strengthening mutual knowledge and understanding between citizens
and between cultures.
Measure 1.1. Town-twinning citizens’ meetings
Town-twinning citizens’ meetings consist in bringing together a wide range of citizens
and citizens’ groups from twinned towns, taking benefit of the partnership between
the municipalities for developing strong, informal and personal relations between their
citizens:
- discussing the basic idea of the European Union, its future and its values;
- learning about participation in the democratic life of the European Union;
- sharing the experience of tangible benefits of European integration at local or
individual level (impact of EU policies in societies, people’s wellbeing in Europe, etc.);
- demonstrating solidarity and a feeling of belonging together among the people of
twinned towns, as an example of belonging together in Europe as a whole.
Deadlines: 1.6.2011, 1.9.2011
Measure 1.2. Thematic networking of twinned towns
The thematic networking between municipalities on issues of common interest has
proved to be an important means for enabling informed discussions and exchange of
good practices to take place.
This programme therefore supports thematic conferences and workshops involving at
least three towns, developed within the framework of town twinning. These events
should be milestones for networking and should encourage the development of a
long-lasting, dynamic, multifaceted cooperation between twinned towns.
To be eligible the applicant must be an organisation with a legal status (legal
personality) and must be established in a participating country.
Only the following types of organisations are eligible to submit an application:
• municipalities and twinning committees
• local and regional governments
• associations representing local authorities
One existing twinning agreement is a pre-condition.
Deadlines: 1.9.2011
Special category: multi-annual projects for networks of twinned towns
Town twinning originally concerns two twinned towns, which are linked to each other
through a bilateral twinning agreement. Each town often develops several town
twinning partnerships. A frequent development consists in bringing together, in
multilateral events, those different partners. This multilateral cooperation can be
project or event oriented.
An interesting development in the field of town twinning, however, consists in the
formalisation of such co-operation through the establishment of a network. An
agreement is signed between a number of towns, all twinned to each other, setting
long-term objectives for this cooperation. A light administrative structure can be set up
to ensure its coordination.
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Deadlines: 1.9.2011
·
Citizens’ projects and support measures: under this measure, a variety of
projects of a transnational and cross-sectoral dimension, directly involving citizens, will
be supported. Priority is given to projects aimed at encouraging local level
participation.
Deadlines: 1.6.2011
Action 2: ‘Active civil society in Europe’
Support for projects initiated by civil society organisations: civil society organisations
at local, regional, national or European level involve citizens or represent their interests
through debate, publications, advocacy, and other concrete transnational projects.
Support for civil society organisations such as, e.g.:
·
Non-governmental organisations, trade unions, federations, think tanks etc.
Introducing or building on a European dimension in the activities of civil society
organisations will enable them to enhance their capacities and reach wider
audiences.
Deadlines: 15.3.2011
Further information: http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/citizenship/index_en.htm

11. JASPERS, JEREMIE und JESSICA
JASPERS (Joint Assistance in Supporting Projects in European Regions)
JASPERS, ‘Joint Assistance in Supporting Projects in European Regions’, seeks to
develop this cooperation in order to pool expertise and resources and to organise
them in a more systematic way to assist Member States in the implementation of
cohesion policy. The aim of JASPERS is to offer a service to the Member States,
targeting regions covered by the new Convergence Objective for the period 20072013. The service will help the authorities in the preparation of major projects for
submission to the Commission. In this way, the service will help to improve the quantity,
quality and rapidity of projects coming forward for approval, for the benefit not only
of the Member States and regions directly concerned but also for growth and
convergence in the Union as a whole.
JEREMIE (Joint European Resources for Micro to Medium Enterprises)
By providing small loans and venture-capital JEREMIE’s aim is to offer funding
possibilities for SMEs.

JESSICA (Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas)
JESSICA, Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas, is an
initiative of the Commission in co-operation with the European Investment Bank (EIB)
and the Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB), in order to promote sustainable
investment, and growth and jobs, in Europe’s urban areas.
JESSICA will offer the managing authorities of Structural Funds programmes the
possibility to take advantage of outside expertise and to have greater access to loan
capital for the purpose of promoting urban development, including loans for social
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housing where appropriate. Where a managing authority wishes to participate under
the JESSICA framework, it would contribute resources from the programme, while the
EIB, other international financial institutions, private banks and investors would
contribute additional loan or equity capital as appropriate. Since projects will not be
supported through grants, programme contributions to urban development funds will
be revolving and help to enhance the sustainability of the investment effort. The
programme contributions will be used to finance loans provided by the urban
development funds to the final beneficiaries, backed by guarantee schemes
established by the funds and the participating banks themselves. No State guarantee
for these loans is involved, hence they would not aggravate public finance and debt.
For two possible approaches, the basic steps leading from the contribution from the
programme to support for a project on the ground are as follows:
(1) Direct relationship with Urban Development Funds
(2) Organising JESSICA through Holding Funds

EIB/EC European Local ENergy Assistance
To facilitate the mobilisation of funds for investments in sustainable energy at local
level, the European Commission and the European Investment Bank have established
the ELENA technical assistance facility (European Local ENergy Assistance), financed
through the Intelligent Energy-Europe programme. ELENA support covers a share of
the cost for technical support that is necessary to prepare, implement and finance
the investment programme, such as feasibility and market studies, structuring of
programmes, business plans, energy audits, preparation for tendering procedures - in
short, everything necessary to make cities' and regions' sustainable energy projects
ready for EIB funding.
Deadlines: ongoing
http://www.eib.org/products/technical_assistance/elena/index.htm?lang=en

12. DCI/ Non-state actors and local authorities in development
The thematic programme “Non-state actors and local authorities in development”
aims at encouraging non-state actors and local authorities, both from the EU and in
developing countries, to get more involved in development issues. Based on Article 14
of the EU Regulation establishing the Development Co-operation Instrument (DCI), it
replaces the ancient NGO co-financing and Decentralised co-operation
programmes.
What does it cover?
The objective of the thematic programme on non-State actors and local authorities in
development shall be to co-finance initiatives proposed and/or carried out by civil
society organisations and local authorities originating from the Community and
partner countries in the area of development. The programme shall be implemented
in consistency with the objective of the Regulation and to strengthen the capacity of
non-State actors and local authorities in the policy making process.
To achieve the above overall objective, the programme foresees three objectives:
a)

Objective 1 – In country operations:

Interventions in developing countries and regions which strengthen participatory
development and processes and inclusion of all actors, especially vulnerable and
marginalised groups; support capacity development processes of the actors
concerned at country, regional or local level; promote mutual understanding
processes; facilitate citizens' active engagement in development processes and at
strengthening their capacity to take action.
Objective 1: contains two parts:
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•

In country envelopes (for actions in a partner country)

•

Multi-country actions (projects in two or more partner countries)

b)

Objective 2 – Development Education within the EU and acceding countries:

Raising public awareness of development issues and promoting education for
development in the Community and in acceding countries, to anchor development
policy in European societies, to mobilise greater public support in the Community and
acceding countries for action against poverty and for fairer relations between
developed and developing countries, to raise awareness in the European Union of the
issues and difficulties facing developing countries and their peoples, and to promote
the social dimension of globalisation.
c)

Objective 3 – Coordination:

Coordination and communication between civil society and local authority networks,
within their organisations and between different types of stakeholders active in the
European and global public debate on development.
How much funding is available?
The programme has a budget of € 702 million for 2011-2013, allocated as follows:
•

Objective 1: €583 million (83% of the total)

•

Objective 2: €102 million (14.5% of the total)

•

Objective 3: €17 million (2.5% of the total)

The remaining funds are allocated for support expenses.
Activities in each targeted developing country are generally managed by relevant EU
delegations while EuropeAid manages multi-country activities and actions in Europe.
The programme is implemented through Annual Action Programmes (AAPs) based on
the general indications provided by the Thematic Strategy Paper and Multi-Annual
Indicative Programme 2007-2010
The DCI Regulation contains under Art.24/2 a list of types of organizations that are
eligible for funding under this programme. The European Commission allocates grants
to co-finance activities within this program. These grants are a direct financial
contribution, by way of donation, from the EU budget, in order to co-finance an
action intended to help achieve an objective specified above.
http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/finance/dci/non_state_actors_en.htm
NSA Strategy Paper 2011-2013:
http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/how/finance/dci/documents/nsa-la_strategy_20112013_-_en.pdf
Deadlines: ongoing https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/europeaid/onlineservices/index.cfm?ADSSChck=1224746563160&do=publi.welcome&userlanguage=en

13. European Green Capital Award
Europe is an urban society, with many environmental challenges to face. The
European Commission has long recognised the important role that local authorities
play in improving the environment, and their high level of commitment to genuine
progress. The European Green Capital Award has been conceived as an initiative to
promote and reward these efforts.
Starting in 2010, one European city will be selected each year as the European Green
Capital of the year. The award is given to a city that:
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•

Has a consistent record of achieving high environmental standards;

•
Is committed to ongoing and ambitious goals for further environmental
improvement and sustainable development;
•
Can act as a role model to inspire other cities and promote best practices to
all other European cities.
The award aims to provide an incentive for cities to inspire each other and share best
practices, while at the same time engaging in friendly competition. In other words, the
cities become role models for each other.
Next Call for Applications June 2011
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/about-theaward/background/index.html#
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